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QUESTION 1

Users in the ACL named sales_net must only be allowed to access to the Internet at times specified in the time_acl
named sales_time. Which is the correct http_access directive for Squid to configure this? 

A. http_access deny sales_time sales_net 

B. http_access allow sales_net sales_time 

C. http_access allow sales_net and sales_time 

D. allow http_access sales_net sales_time 

E. http_access sales_net sales_time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

After having a laptop assigned to a new subnet, a user is no longer able to login to the SSH server with an error
message like Connection closed by remote host. Which of the following are possible approaches to determine and fix
the cause of this problem? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. Generate a new host key on the client and replace the current client host key on the SSH server. 

B. Verify that the settings in /etc/host.allow and /etc/host.deny are not preventing access. 

C. Flush the ARP table and the neighbor discovery cache on both the SSH server and the client. 

D. Add the new IP address of the client to the AllowHosts configuration setting on the SSH server. 

E. Check that there are no netfilter rules that reject SSH connections from the new IP address. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Given this excerpt from an Apache configuration file, which of the numbered lines has INCORRECT syntax? 

1:  

2: ServerAdmin admin9@server.example.org 

3: DocumentRoot /home/http/admin 

4: ServerName admin.server.example.org 

5: DirectoryIndex index.php default.php 
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6: ErrorLog logs/admin.server.example.org-error_log 

7: CustomLog logs/admin.server.example.org-access_log common 

8:

  

A. 

1 

B. 

1 and 4 

C. 

1, 4 and 7 

D. 

1 and 5 

E. 

None. The configuration is valid 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

To securely use dynamic DNS updates, the use of TSIG is recommended. Which TWO statements about TSIG are
true? 

A. TSIG is used for zone data encryption 

B. TSIG is a signal to start a zone update 

C. TSIG is used in zone files 

D. TSIG is used only in server configuration 

E. Servers using TSIG must be in sync (time zone!) 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

The following is an excerpt from a procmail configuration filE. 

:0 c 
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* ! ^To: backup 

! backup 

Which of the following is correct? 

A. All mails will be backed up to the path defined by $MAILDIR 

B. All mails to the local email address backup will be stored in the directory backup. 

C. A copy of all mails will be stored in file backup. 

D. A copy of all mails will be send to the local email address backup. 

E. Mails not addressed to backup are passed through a filter program named backup. 

Correct Answer: D 
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